Two- and three-photon absorption cross-section characterization for high-brightness, cell-specific multiphoton fluorescence brain imaging.
We demonstrate an accurate quantitative characterization of absolute two- and three-photon absorption (2PA and 3PA) action cross sections of a genetically encodable fluorescent marker Sypher3s. Both 2PA and 3PA action cross sections of this marker are found to be remarkably high, enabling high-brightness, cell-specific two- and three-photon fluorescence brain imaging. Brain imaging experiments on sliced samples of rat's cortical areas are presented to demonstrate these imaging modalities. The 2PA action cross section of Sypher3s is shown to be highly sensitive to the level of pH, enabling pH measurements via a ratiometric readout of the two-photon fluorescence with two laser excitation wavelengths, thus paving the way toward fast optical pH sensing in deep-tissue experiments. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.